Illative combinatory logic consists of the theory of combinators or lambda calculus extended by extra constants (and corresponding axioms and rules) intended to capture inference. The paper considers 4 systems of illative combinatory logic that are sound for rst order propositional and predicate calculus. The interpretation from ordinary logic into the illative systems can be done in two ways: following the propositions-as-types paradigm, in which derivations become combinators, or in a more direct way, in which derivations are not translated. Both translations are closely related in a canonical way. In a preceding paper, Barendregt, Bunder and Dekkers, 1993, we proved completeness of the two direct translations. In the present paper we prove completeness of the two indirect translations by showing that the corresponding illative systems are conservative over the two systems for the direct translations. In another version, of Oktober 1995, we shall give a more direct completeness proof. These papers ful ll the program of Church and Curry to base logic on a consistent system of -terms or combinators. Hitherto this program had failed because systems of ICL were either too weak (to provide a sound interpretation) or too strong (sometimes even inconsistent).
Introduction
The theory of combinators and the lambda calculus are theories that succesfully analyze the notion of e ective computability. However, the original founders of these subjects, Curry and Church, also had as aim to provide a basis for logic (and thereby mathematics). Unfortunately, it was shown by Kleene and Rosser that their systems were inconsistent. Curry and his school then started a program of de ning several systems of illative combinatory logic (ICL) of varying strength. The goal was to nd stronger and stronger systems which were consistent and weaker and weaker systems which were inconsistent but strong enough to interpret logic, hoping to end up with a consistent system in which logic could be interpreted.
Following this methodology, Bunder introduced restrictions on the rules of the illative constants so that rst order propositional and predicate calculus could be interpreted in the resulting systems. In all his systems the usual derivation of Curry's paradox is blocked, but the consistency of the systems remains an open question.
In BBD 1993] (Barendregt, Bunder and Dekkers, 1993) we introduced 4 systems of illative combinatory logic. We derived roughly the following soundness result `L A ) ]`C A]; where L represents propositional or predicate logic and ?] one of two possible translations of each system into an ICL system C. Of the interpretations one is the propositions-as-types interpretation due to Curry, Howard and de Bruijn, the other is a more direct interpretation.
We derived completeness results for the direct translations of propositional and predicate calculus into 2 of the 4 systems of ICL. These, again roughly, took the following form ]`C A] ) `L A:
In the present paper we shall prove that also the two indirect translations are complete. These completeness results imply the consistency of the ICL's involved.
Summary of results in preceding and present paper
This paper is a continuation of a preceding paper, BBD 1993] , by the same authors. We will refer to that paper most of the time simply as B; so for example Proposition B2.11 means Proposition 2.11 in BBD 1993] . As the present paper is a continuation of that paper, we will not repeat all the de nitions and results here but will give only a very short summary. For an introduction into ICL-systems, motivations, examples, propositions with proofs, and references we refer to BBD 1993] .
We had as aim in the preceding paper to prove (Kp) is independent of p); sk(Gl( x l :q)) = G(sk(l))( x l :sk(q)):
De nition of V l G : We assume that for each skeleton sk(l) there is a di erent set of variables V sk(l) G = fx sk(l) ; x sk(l)
1 ; x sk(l) 2 ; : : : y sk(l) ; y sk(l) 1 ; y sk(l) 2 ; : : :g and for each l 2 L G we de ne V l G = V sk(l)
G ; x l = x sk(l) ; x l i = x sk(l) i ; y l = y sk(l) ; y l i = y sk(l) i :
De nition of T l G : In fact this is the reason that in the grammar O G we have elements (Kp) in the present paper we specialised to r = K: One may wonder if these proofs could also be given by specialising to r = I: This is indeed the case as is shown in DBB 1997] .
Let us rst compare the proof of completeness of IG for PRED in DBB 1997] with that in the present paper. In DBB 1997] 
